Joints made by RecA protein in the interior of linear duplex DNA: effects of single-stranded ends, length of homology, and dynamic state.
The importance of 3' single-stranded ends in homologous recombination led us to reevaluate reactions of single strands at homologous sites in the interior of linear duplex DNA. As the length of homology increased, the yield of joints increased up to about 2 kb of homology, at which the apparent yields were the same at either 3' or 5' single-stranded ends, or away from ends, although such joints were qualitatively different. In the presence of RecA protein and ATP, joints that formed between any of these single strands and interior sequences in duplex DNA were in a dynamic state in which they constantly recycled. Consequently, their apparent yields at steady state were sensitive to conditions of reaction, such as the concentrations of DNA, salt, and ATP vs ADP, observations which rationalize conflicting reports in the literature. The dynamic state of joints in the interior of duplex DNA strengthens the conclusion [see Burnett et al. (1994)] that RecA protein dissociates joints when it cannot displace the 5' end of a strand from the recipient duplex.